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The Football Star Deluxe slot machine from Microgaming in partnership with Stormcraft Studios is a sequel to the Football Star 2014 game from Microgaming. Rolling reels, flamboyant sequels, super-folded jokers and more provide a storm of hot entertainment. The most intriguing and useful bonus in the game is the free spins. It is here that the win multiplier increases with each subsequent drop of symbols and reaches 8x with the 5th consecutive drop. In addition, to add depth to the free games, the manufacturer has included Growing Wilds in the bonus round. Take on the challenge to score the most glorious goal of your life to end up leaving the field in style for a huge prize!

Set against the backdrop of a soccer field, 4 talented soccer players (premium badges) showcase their impressive skills on a 5×5 grid with up to 88 paylines available. The playground also features a set of other themed symbols. From a pair of boots and jersey to a soccer field and a referee, you’ll quickly lift the football mood that the slot machine is in, with a crowd of cheering fans in the background adding an electric vibe. The soundtrack also plays well and adds an extra touch of drama to the gameplay. Overall, while the game’s design is neither impressive nor innovative, it does its job well, so you won’t be disappointed.

What bonuses are there?

Rolling Reels ™ and Super Stacked Wilds

Much like the prequel, Football Star Deluxe relies on Rolling Reels ™ to deliver hot action alongside juicy winnings you’ll love to take home. So expect the winning combination to start a successive wins reaction, with victory icons removed from the grid and new ones being put in place to potentially form more winning clusters. This game mechanic is known as a powerhouse with superior winning opportunities – there is no limit to how many times you can win in a single spin. The good news is Football Star Deluxe combines Rolling Reels ™ and Growing Wilds ™ (Super Stacked Wilds) available in both the base game and Free Spins to take your winning chances to the next level.

Striking Wild ™ feature

The Striking Wild ™ feature allows a soccer player to randomly appear on the reels in the main game to turn one of the 3 middle reels into a wild-covered reel for a guaranteed win. What’s fantastic is that wild reels remain locked for all consecutive wins. There can be big wins here, and these elusive combinations of 5 matching symbols become much more likely.

Free Spins

If you want the seductive sound of rain coins, the Football Star Deluxe Free Spins Bonus Round is the name of your game. A trio of three trophy scatter icons that adorn the reels turn into 12 free spins with Growing Wilds ™ and the Multiplier Trail feature. This ensures that each subsequent toss of symbols will show an increase in the multiplier. This is how it works:

	1st roll gives 2x multiplier
	2nd roll gives 3x multiplier
	3rd roll gives 4x multiplier
	4th roll gives 5x multiplier
	5th roll gives 8x multiplier


Another way to celebrate Football Star Deluxe Free Spins is with the optional Growing Wilds ™ feature, which is active during this feature. Pay attention to the stacked wilds on reels 2-5 and expect each wild stack to grow 1 wild with each spin. This is sure to add depth to the free spins action and give your chances of winning new meaning.

How to play Football Star Deluxe?


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xe47yRJKE7g


Before you start showing off your football skills on the Football Star Deluxe pitch, you will need to place a bet and here you have options. The game offers you to play with 18, 38, 68 or 88 paylines. The more paylines you choose, the bigger your bet will be. To be clear, 18 paylines give you access to the lowest wagering levels available in the game – from 0.18 to 9.00 per spin. You can place more bets by choosing the 38 payline game. In this case, 0.38 is the lowest bet amount available, and the largest bet here with 10 coins per line pushes it to 19.00. Then select 68 paylines for bets ranging from 0.68 to a maximum of 34. For those looking to make the most of the Football Star Deluxe slot, you can choose from 88 paylines allowing bets from 0.88 to 44 per spin.

Once a suitable bet level is set, you can activate the automatic spin. We personally find this feature very convenient as it allows us to relax and have fun while the system automatically continues to activate one spin after another. To start the autoplay, simply click on the icon located just above the Spin button. You can choose from 10, 25, 50 or 100 auto spins and these can also be customized as you have the ability to set your win and loss limits. You can also turn off auto-spins at any time by simply clicking on the Spin button (you will see the remaining auto-spins there).

Finally, you can speed up the pace of your game with Turbo Play. There is a lightning bolt icon in the upper right corner of the screen; click on it and you will see that everything happens faster on the reels.

Play Football Star Deluxe at Online Casino Malaysia

Ready to try your hand (or should we say leg) at football with Football Star Deluxe at Online Casino Malaysia? Then jump into one of the leading Online Casino Malaysia offering you to play for real money. We have many options for you, so you can choose the Online Casino Malaysia you like best and have a great experience there. If you think it is a smart idea to test your football skills before depositing money into the game, you can use the Football Star Deluxe demo mode to play the game for free.

Play for real money

Rolling Reels ™ with increasing multipliers is always a winning feature that has everything you need to start getting the money you dream of. To get this money home, you will need to play a real money game at a reputed casino. Where is this casino, you ask? We’ll be happy to help you find the best casinos in your area that not only have a Football Star Deluxe slot, but also generous bonuses to make your playing time more rewarding and fun. Follow this link and you will see many of the best casinos where you can play Football Star Deluxe for real money.

Play Free Demo Mode

If you are Lionel Messi from the slots, you don’t need to practice before getting on the field. But, if you want to warm up for a big game, then the demo mode is where to start. This is where the Football Star Deluxe Free Play Mode, which is available right on this page, can help you. Follow the link to play Football Star Deluxe for free now.

200 Spins Football Star Deluxe Experience

We took Football Star Deluxe for 200 spins to see how this slot plays up to us and to test its potential. The slot was pretty unforgiving, but what else can we expect from a high variance game? Below we will share more detailed information. However, let’s not forget that every spin is a random event that cannot be predicted, which means that you cannot expect your experience of spinning on 200 Football Star Deluxe to be the same or similar to ours.

The first 100 auto spins were mostly filled with minor payouts (below 1x). However, once we managed to win 11 times our bet, and several times we received winnings from 2x to 4x our bets. Unfortunately, we were unable to launch the free spins. We were lucky enough to activate the additional Striking Wild ™, but unfortunately it didn’t bring us much happiness either.

The second part of our session (the remaining 100 spins) was a little more exciting as we won 33 times our stake this time. Also, we have bet winnings between 5x and 9x our bet a couple of times. We also launched a free spin round this time around, but we had no luck with consistent wins. So, we left the hassles with a shy victory.

In the end, 200 free spins gave us 162 times our stake, which is not impressive at all. Football Star Deluxe has a lot of potential, however you just have to wait for the optimal spins as this is when the consecutive wins fire up, preferably in the free spins, and this will allow you to get something really massive. As we said, your experience will be completely different, and you might have better luck with your 200 Football Star Deluxe spins!

Summary of the review

Football Star Deluxe is definitely a fun game that has everything you need to keep players entertained, whether they are into football or not. Of course, Football Star Deluxe will be especially attractive for fans of the “great football game”. To hit the ball and score a goal, you need to enter the free spins game and take advantage of the huge progressive multiplier and stacked jokers.

If you compare Football Star Deluxe with its predecessor, the good old game Football Star, released back in 2014, there are immediately significant improvements in the payout area, but the updated version looks much more rigid. Obviously, in 2020, the graphics look sharper, in general, however, the visual department has not undergone many changes. As far as the return on your bets is concerned, you are better off playing Football Star Deluxe slot as the RTP is 96.88% here compared to the 96.29% prequel. It’s worth noting that you will need to play 88 paylines to receive 96.88% RTP in Football Star Deluxe. Otherwise, the RTP will be lower.

If you like Football Star Deluxe you should also try:

If you eat, breathe and sleep in soccer or you like the atmosphere of soccer games about them, we know a few other slots that you will enjoy playing. All of them are strong artists, and the rewards they bring will potentially satisfy any craving for a decent chance with a bright victory. Here are some awesome soccer games!

Super Striker – NetEnt has a few tricks up its sleeve with Super Striker, a game that concentrates on the football theme and offers a very immersive atmosphere. Only 3 reels and 5 paylines are offered, however this slightly dated layout doesn’t stop the game from delivering tons of intense moments that could end up paying your stake 5,000 times over. Scattering gold balls in free spins is the key to completing various levels and unlocking the Gold Multiplier up to 10x. Intriguing the gameplay, we have added the Slide Bet feature, which allows you to win up to 815x your stake.

Football: Champions Cup is another awesome game that draws inspiration from football. It’s packed tightly with heartbreaking features, the most aggressive of which is the free spins. Your goal is to win the tournament by completing 4 rounds of free spins. If you win, you will take home a generous prize! Win up to 1,051x your stake in one go in the exciting Football: Champions Cup Medium Variance slot game.

Foxin ‘Wins Football Fever – Dedicated to the 2018 FIFA World Cup, Foxin’ Wins Football Fever is an excellent game where the potential jackpot can be up to 2,000 times your stake. At the epicenter of the slot machine is Mr. Fox, an insanely wealthy aristocrat who lives with his family in a posh mansion and is constantly looking for new, fun adventures to keep him busy. This time, he developed a penchant for football, so he enters the football arena to showcase his impressive football skills in front of thousands of his fans. The highlight of the game is the free spins round, where wins are doubled to increase payouts.

Champion’s Goal – Whatever bonuses you like, you will surely find them in the multifunctional and extremely interesting Elk Studios slot. Focused on football, the game features 5 reels, 20 paylines and generous prizes up to 2000s. Help with Winnings are Free Spins with a chance to win more Free Games when another scatter appears during this feature. You also get 5x multiplier cascading icons, sticky wilds, and instant coin wins. Overall, Champion’s Goal is an intense game that captures soccer-loving hearts and refuses to let go!

Hugo Goal is another super addictive slot that takes a soccer theme. Developed by Play’n GO, the game comes with 3 reels and 5 paylines, giving you access to several nifty features that can bring generous rewards along with tons of thrills as you’d expect from wacky troll Hugo. To tell you more, the main game is rewarded with respins with two stacks of the same symbol for increased recoil. The slot then blooms to full glory when you activate the Penalty Shoot-Out feature. This is when Hugo acts as goalkeeper to save fines, helping you make money, as well as being able to pay 800 times your stake generously.
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